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New Titles From Jack Brittingham’s
An exciting spring, 2004 hunt by Jack Brittingham for Brown Bear is part of the
fourth in the Ultimate Hunting For North American Big Game series. Brittingham’s
giant archery kill was officially recognized as the new world record during the 2005
Pope & Young Convention, when it was
panel-scored at 29 3/16 inches. Available on
videotape or DVD, this new release also carries bow and rifle hunts for elk, as well as
hunts for Dall Sheep, Canadian Moose,
Alaskan Moose, Black Bear, Caribou, Antelope
and Mule Deer. Produced by the same video
team that does Jack Brittingham’s World of
Hunting Adventure Series on the Outdoor
Channel, these videos feature great sound
and picture quality and good pacing.
Whether your customers are going to hunt
Africa someday or just want to experience
that vicariously, consider stocking another
new title, Quest for Tanzanian Big Game.
Jack’s wife and friends join him on this filmed safari, which had them gunning for a
wide range of species, from Leopards to Kudu, and Crocodile to Sable.
More than two dozen hunting and instructional videos are now part of this series.
You can get more information toll-free by calling (800) 440-4515.

Hind Sight Offers Option To Spooled Fiber Sights
While the spooled fiber optic sights Bill Winke focuses on in this
issue are attractive for the amount of light they can feed to the aim
point at dawn and dusk, Hind Sight models designed by Don
Priebe take a different approach.They eliminate the peep sight that
restricts light coming to the eye. Instead, they use a rear aperture
whose open center cross hairs glow in the dark.The hunter centers
the appropriate front bead in that picture, which has the added
benefit of helping your customer to hold the bow the same way
each time. Get details of this Crossfire, Tom Miranda’s signature
sight, and all the other models by calling (734) 878-2842.
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American Broadhead Line Keeps Growing
Derrick Perkins and the team at American Broadhead Company now
have more models and more sizes to offer. All are designed to offer a true
cut-on-contact performance combined with the option of replacing individual blades. The compact, non-vented design the company refers to as
“Zero Plane Technology” means for many customers they’ll impact right
where field points do. The newer Liberty Heads are being sold in three
packs with a suggested retail price of $25 per pack. These heads cut a 1
3/16 inch circle and come in your choice of 100 or 125 grains.
The original Sonic broadheads from American Broadhead Company are
more compact, with a 7/8 inch cutting diameter in the 75 and 100 grain
weights. The 85 and 125 grain have a 1 inch diameter. They come in six
packs with a suggested retail price of $39.95. Call (603) 822-1061.

BuckWing Goose Decoy
When geese come honking down the
flyway, experienced hunters know that
you've got just one chance to lure them
toward your blind. If even a single detail
is amiss, those wary birds may keep on
flapping - or, worse yet, veer away from
your decoy spread in search of safety.
BuckWing’s new Bobb'n Head Lifelite
Goose Decoy helps make sure geese will
set their wings and glide down, because
it offers a life-like motion without the
need for motors, batteries, or jerkstrings. Each lightweight decoy uses a
unique coil spring mechanism which
gives the Bobb'n Head extra life like
movement - a sure way to lure in hungry
geese. The Bobb'n Head Lifelite Goose
Decoy is collapsible for easy transport,
and it’s realistically hand-painted. Plus it
won’t run afoul of restrictions on motorized decoys.
"Too many hunters waste their time
fooling with motors and jerk-strings,"
notes BuckWing Vice President of
Operations Bob Long. "With the Bobb'n
Head Lifelite Goose Decoy, you can concentrate your efforts on hunting... and
your best recipe for roast goose!"
For more information about the new
Bobb'n Head Lifelite Goose Decoy, or
innovative turkey decoys from
BuckWing, call (800) 555-9908 or fax
your request to (610) 264-9016.

Jack’s Juice Offers Long-Lasting Foam Scents
How do you deliver a long-lasting liquid scent? The approach Jack’s Juice has
taken is to encapsulate that scent in an unscented foam carrier. When your customer dispenses a soft-ball sized mound of Buck-Aroma on the ground or on a
log, fresh scent will be
released for hours as the
foam carrier gradually
breaks down. It’s just as
easy to put a ribbon along
the side of your boot, so
you can lay a trail with
Doe Pee or Hot Doe Pee.
Those scents and four
food-flavored attractant
scents (apple, berry, corn
and persimmon) double
as yardage markers for
bowhunters. Reach Jack’s
Juice in Georgia at (800)
835-Fish or fax your
inquiry to (770) 227-9190.
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Elite Camo Bow Holders
Elite Camo Products , specializing in the production of custom-made furniture
and accessories, has introduced a Elite Camo Bow Holder to allow customers to display their bow on a wall. Formed in the shape of an arrowhead measuring 13- 1/2
x 10 inches wide, the Elite Camo Bow Holder is accented with a digitally-printed,
high-pressured laminate (the same material as counter tops) and is available in
three camouflage patterns: Mossy Oak New Break-up, Realtree Hardwoods HD and
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD.
Encompassing an extensive collection that includes home and office furniture,
gun cabinets and taxidermy panels, Elite Camo Products incorporate camouflage
patterns and designs into their unique creations. Their products have special
appeal for the outdoor and hunting enthusiast, and are a possible addition to any
rustic home, office, lodge or retreat. For more information about the Elite Camo
Bow Holder or any of the products from Elite Camo Products call (801) 293-9300.

New Buck Wear T Leaves Hunters Hungry For More
Buck Wear has developed a new t-shirt that’s a humorous twist on the long-running beef promotion ads. The new design displays an important aspect of sport
hunting, which is to supply good meals for your family and friends.
The olive-colored “Venison” t-shirt is made of heavyweight, pre-shrunk 100 percent cotton and then receives Buck Wear’s top quality screen printing. The back of
the shirt depicts artwork of a trophy buck glancing over its back with crosshairs
over its vitals. A closer look reveals the buck is positioned on a placemat bordered
by a knife and fork.
Underneath the buck
antlers is the bold title
Venison, with the comical phrase “It’s what’s fer
supper” at the bottom.
The front of the shirt has
the Buck Wear logo on
the left chest with the
rustic arch and majestic
buck portrait.
Retailers can earn a
free Buck Wear shirt by
participating in this
issue’s Dealer-to-Dealer
column. Or contact the
company at (800) 8137708 for a catalog and
Doinker Multi-Rod Stabilizer
pricing details on all the
The Doinker A-Bomb Seven-Inch Multi-Rod
latest styles.
Hunter Plus combines four parallel-trussed
carbon rods with a front weight and the
active stabilization provided by the firm’s ABomb. The A-Bomb is crafted from Leven’s
exclusive ITP, or interrupted transfer polymer,
to help reduce shock and harmonics across a
broad spectrum of frequencies. Weighing
just under 9 ounces, this unit comes with the
4-in-1 CamoSkins feature that lets your customer chose the pattern. Reach Leven
Industries in California at (818) 700-2899.
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